
For birth control, 
avoid insemination  
during these 3 days 

 

What our  
FIV™ tech 
does for 
women 
and for 
family 
planning 
 

Detecting the 3-day 
fertile window for 
getting pregnant 

Our electrometric 
procedure is 
focused on the 
cervix uteri for 
superior accuracy, 
because the vein-
to-artery exchange 
of steroids, 
prostaglandins and 
other bioactive 
substances is a 
local transfer 
mechanism 
regulating the 
genital organs, and 
the cervix also has 
a particularly dense 
innervation. 

BBT shown here  
for comparison 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The multitude of repeatable measurable features of the cyclic pattern makes it possible to determine the boundaries of the fertile window for every individual cycle (rather than having to rely on some assumption of unchanged timing of these events from cycle to cycle in the manner of the methods of prior art). Nota bene, note well:This is why our technology can be used for birth control whereas the prior art technologies cannot.  (The older techniques do NOT have a multitude of measurable features in their cyclic profiles, and CANNOT therefore determine the boundaries of the fertile window.)



 
Different peak sizes show the different 

speed of maturation of the egg in different 
menstrual cycles 

(maturation of dominant follicle) 

                             
Ovulation is detected as  

estrogen dominance switches to  
progesterone dominance  

 

These are follicular waves preparing  
for next menstrual cycle  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

   Waves disappear upon conception 

Wealth of 
information 

inherent in the 
menstrual 

cyclic profile 
signature 

This is ovarian  
signal of readiness 

to ovulate 

Baseline cycles superimposed on ovulation marker day 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cyclic pattern exhibits a number of well defined peaks and troughs with the first post-menstruation minimum occurring typically on day 6, 7, or 8. The signal then rises to a maximum (long-term predictive peak), the highest reading of the cycle. Over the next several days, the readings fall toward the minimum before the short-term predictive peak. Thus, in the recorded 30 days long cycle (square data points), the long-term predictive peak is 8 days wide. It is followed by the usually narrow short-term predictive peak, which falls off directly into the trough of the ovulation marker, the lowest reading of the cycle. We have found the ovulation-marker minimum to correlate with urinary LH and FSH peaks (Serono Diagnostics, UK), and we view the marker to be an effect of the steroid hormone dominance switch that occurs at ovulation (estrogen to progesterone). We observed that the corresponding basal body temperature (BBT) curve rises, to the post-ovulatory higher level, after the ovulation marker. This indicates, to the extent that the BBT can be relied on, that ovulation had occurred. The planned sonographic (ultrasound) investigations will confirm this correlation with a better accuracy. Note that Dr. C. Benedetto MD PhD (U Turin, IT) carefully selected baseline subjects for the independent-investigator trial. Even in these baseline subjects, the classical BBT “biphasic profile” is unreliable, symptomatic of the uncertainty inherent in the BBTmeasurements. [The belated rise of the BBT3 curve (of the 27 years old subject) was clearly noticeable.] 
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Part 2: Dominant Follicle 
peak’s ascending and 
descending branches 

elucidated based on the 
sensor’s in vivo responses 

to the E2 & P4 steroids 

This is ovarian  
signal of readiness 

to ovulate 

Baseline cycles superimposed on ovulation marker day 
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Key to  graph labels 
 

R… Recruitment on days 1 to 5 ± 1 
(captured only if after blood flow – 
hygiene concern) 

S… Selection on day  6 ± 1   

GC+TC E2up…  Granulosa + Theca 
Cells produced Estradiol  (E2) rises 
and Dominant Follicle also initiates 
expression of LH Receptors    

GC P4up…  After the appearance of 
LH Receptors, the preovulatory 
Granulosa Cells secrete Progesterone 
(P4) 

GC P4up 

GC P4up 

GC P4up 

Ref.: Williams OBSTETRICS © 2010, 2005, 2001 by The McGraw-Hill 
Companies, Inc. 23rd Edition , page 39  
ww.gums.ac.ir/Upload/Modules/Contents/asset39/williams23.pdf 
 

 Wealth of information inherent in the menstrual cyclic profile 

Estrogen & Progesterone 
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Presentation Notes

http://www.gums.ac.ir/Upload/Modules/Contents/asset39/williams23.pdf
Vaclav Kirsner
Sticky Note
Dominant Follicle peak’s ascending and descending branches elucidated based on the sensor’s in vivo responses to the E2 & P4 steroids [estradiol and progesterone] in separate experiments in three species [bovine, porcine and human (menopausal)].Key to the graph labels:R… Recruitment on days 1 to 5 ± 1 (data captured usually only after blood flow – due to hygiene concerns). S… Selection on day 6 ± 1. GC+TC E2up… Dominant Follicle Maturation: Granulosa and Theca Cells produced Estradiol (E2) rises, which drives the signal up; Dominant Follicle also initiates expression of LH Receptors. GC P4up… After the appearance of LH Receptors, the preovulatory Granulosa Cells secrete Progesterone (P4), which drives the signal down. (That’s also why the ovulation marker is a trough, the lowest minimum in the menstrual cyclic profile. In circulating blood, progesterone concentrations are at least an order of magnitude higher than concentrations of estradiol.) Ref.: Page 39 of 23rd Edition of Williams OBSTETRICS © 2010, 2005, 2001 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. (www.gums.ac.ir/Upload/Modules/Contents/asset39/williams23.pdf)See also Folliculogenesis-In-Vivo blog article at https://biozhena.wordpress.com/folliculogenesis-in-vivotm/ 
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